
Booting and Shutdown

In this section, you’ll learn about the boot process employed by SUSE Linux. You
will also see the steps involved when a user logs on to the system, as well as the
full cycle from boot to daily operation. After looking at that process, each of the
elements will be examined individually.

Walking Through a Normal Boot 
and Login Process
Assuming that there are no problems with the system, the following steps walk
through the boot process from start to finish:

1. When any machine is started, it first does a Power On Self Test (POST) to 
verify that internal parts and processes are working. This occurs regardless
of any operating system.

2. The boot loader for the operating system begins. With SUSE Linux, that is
GRUB. By default it waits eight seconds  for you to press a key and identify
another operating system or boot choice. If no key is pressed, the default
system is loaded. The default wait time and operating system choice can be
configured in /boot/grub/menu.list.

3. The screen changes to a splash screen. You can press F2 to see more 
verbose information as the kernel is loaded into memory. By default, it is
located within the /boot directory and exists in compressed state; as it
loads into memory, it uncompresses. The version number of the build is 
easy to identify based on the filenames.
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4. The kernel is booted, and messages about the boot are written
to /var/log/messages.

5. The default modules and those specified in
/etc/modprobe.conf are loaded. It is sometimes necessary 
to tweak this file if devices are not recognized correctly or you
want a specific behavior configured.

6. The kernel passes control over to the init daemon, which
begins reading the /etc/inittab file. The init daemon
becomes the parent of many other daemons and is responsible
for bringing the system up to the runlevel desired.

7. Normally, a check of the filesystem (fsck) is carried out and the
local filesystem is mounted (made available). Other operations
can include mounting remote filesystems, cleaning up temporary
files, and so on.

8. The system begins changing to the runlevel specified by the
initdefault parameter in inittab; runlevel 5 is the default,
which is full multiuser mode with network and xdm. In so doing,
it runs scripts (startup files associated with the current runlevel)
beneath the /etc/rc.d directory—in this case, those in
/etc/rc.d/rc5.d). It also starts other processes or daemons
such as a print server, cron, sendmail, and so on.

NOTE: If you have an
operating system other
than SUSE Linux also
installed, the choice will
appear in the menu along
with the standard choices.

The contents of the /boot directory.
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9. The terminals become active for login as a getty is initiated for
each. The boot process of the system itself is now finished and
the splash screen (if not done away with by pressing F2 to 
view the verbose output) is replaced by the login prompt.

After the system is up, the user(s) can now use it. There is a getty
process running on each terminal that can log in that does not current-
ly have a user using it; this is the program responsible for printing the
login prompt  for the user’s login name when he attempts to log in.

To log in, a user must use a valid login name as assigned by the system
administrator. The user must also give a password for the login name,
and the /bin/login utility accepts the password entered by the user
and hashes it (a form of one-way encryption that cannot be reversed to
retrieve the original value) using the same mechanism used by the
passwd command to put the password in the /etc/passwd file.

NOTE: If you are solely
logging in using xdm, you
will never see the terminal
login prompts unless you
explicitly go to a different
virtual console.

The inittab specifies a getty to start for each terminal session.
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If the values of the hashed user’s password and the copy retrieved from
/etc/passwd match, the password is correct. Otherwise, the password
entered by the user is incorrect. The login command cannot decrypt
the password after it has been encrypted. When the password is
entered properly, the system updates the accounting and status infor-
mation in /var/run/utmp and /var/log/wtmp.

The /etc/profile shell script is run to set up the recurring variables
for all users, and then the system runs files related to the shell in the
/etc/profile.d directory. Following this, the system runs per-login
configuration files and runs the user’s local login and bash startup files.
If there are customization files within the home directory such as
.bashrc for BASH or .login for C shell, they are executed next; the
user’s initial environment is configured, and the shell starts executing.

Understanding Runlevels
Now that we’ve walked through a standard boot and login process, it is
time to look at the key elements that were discussed—the first of
which is the concept of runlevels. In a great many operating systems,
there are only two runlevels—functioning and turned off (halted). In
Linux, however, there are seven different levels of functionality at which
the operating system can run. These levels are shown in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1 Runlevels for SUSE Linux

RUNLEVEL DESCRIPTION

0 The system is down.

1 Only one user is allowed in.

2 Multiple users are allowed in, but without NFS.

3 Multiple users and NFS.

4 Is not used by default.

5 Full multiuser environment with networking and X.

6 Reboot.

The following paragraphs elaborate on each of these runlevel states 
a bit.

At level 0, the system is in a shutdown state requiring a manual reboot.
This can be called a halt, or powerdown, as well as a shutdown. When
changing to this level, files are synchronized with the disk and the 
system is left in a state in which it is safe to power it off.
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Level 1 puts the system in single-user mode, and is also known as
administrative mode. This allows only one user (the root user) to access
the system and prevents anyone else from getting in. Often, it restricts
the login to only one terminal as well: the one defined as the console.
This is the level to use when rebuilding the kernel and doing similar
tasks.

Level 2 is multiple-user mode, allowing more than one user to log in at
a time. This is the level at which background processes (daemons) start
up and additional file systems, if present, are mounted (root is always
mounted). Network services are not enabled, and NFS is not running.

Level 3, also known as network mode, is exactly the same as level 2 only
with networking or NFS enabled. Another way to think of it is as a non-
graphical multiuser mode. This is identical to runlevel 5, but without the
X Window System—the state that would be used by servers wherein
many users log in remotely and local users do not need an X Window
system to provide a graphical interface. When you choose Failsafe at the
boot menu, this is the mode you enter.

Level 4 is left to each vendor to define, if at all. SUSE Linux does not
define any state for runlevel 4.

Level 5 is traditionally thought of as a graphical multiuser mode. Here,
the command prompt is available, and users are allowed to log in and
out of the X environment.

Level 6 represents a shutdown and automatic reboot: the same result as
changing to runlevel 0 and then rebooting the machine. It can be called
a warm boot because power is never removed from the components,
whereas runlevel 0 represents a cold boot because power must be
turned off and then restored.

Typing the command runlevel at a prompt will show two values: the
previous runlevel and the current runlevel. For example,

$ runlevel
N 5
$

In this case, the current runlevel is 5, and the N means that there was no
previous level (None—the system booted directly into runlevel 5).
These values are derived by examining the /var/run/utmp log file,
which keeps track of all changes. If this file is corrupt, or the values can-
not be found within it, the only value returned is unknown.

NOTE: An easy way to
summarize the runlevels 
is that 2, 3, and 5 are 
operational states—the
computer is up and 
running, and users are
allowed to conduct 
business. All other run-
levels involve some sort of
maintenance or shutdown
operation preventing users
from processing, with 
the exception of 4, which
differs across implementa-
tions.

NOTE: As a regular user,
you cannot run the run-
level command. Change
to the root user, and then
run the command to see
the current runlevel.
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Changing Runlevels
An easy way to change the runlevel to shut down or reboot from within
the graphical user interface (GUI) is to choose Logout from the KDE
menu. This opens the prompt (the same can be achieved within
GNOME as well).

Additionally, two commands can be used to change the runlevel at
which the machine is currently operating from the command line:
shutdown and init. Both utilities reside in the /sbin directory. As a
general rule, shutdown is used to reduce the current runlevel to 0 or 1,
whereas init can be used to raise it after performing administrative
operations.

init must be followed by a number (0–6) or the letter S. The numbers
identify which runlevel to change to, and the S signifies single-user
mode. To change to runlevel 2, the command would be

init 2

The shutdown utility offers a few more options. It informs all users cur-
rently logged in that the system is changing state and allows a time
(delay) to be specified before the change takes place. Options that
work with the utility are

■ -F to force fsck (a filesystem check) to run after the reboot 
(the default)

NOTE: The telinit
utility works the same as
init and can be used in
place of it. It is just a link 
to init.

You can choose to reboot or shut down the system from the GUI.
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■ -f to prevent fsck from running after the reboot, thus creating a
fast reboot

■ -h to halt after shutdown (level 0)

■ -k to send out a warning to all users but not really change state

■ -r to reboot after shutdown (level 6)

■ -t to specify the number of seconds before the change begins

If no parameters are specified, the default runlevel shutdown attempts
to go to level 0. An example of using the utility would be

$ shutdown -h –t 3 now

This forces a change to runlevel 0 (-h) three seconds (-t) from the cur-
rent time (now). Notice that a time must always be specified. If any other
text followed the time, it would be interpreted as the warning message
to send out to users.

Finally, if you want to stop a shutdown after you have summoned it, but
before it has begun, you can call shutdown once more with the -c (can-
cel) option.

If you do not properly shut the system down, there is an excellent
chance of corruption occurring within the filesystem.

Working with LILO and GRUB
A bootloader is a small piece of code that resides at a special position
on the disk that is the first bit of executed code. It is used only to point
to the system’s kernel and start loading that.

Two bootloaders are currently in use in Linux and supported in SUSE
Linux: LILO and GRUB. The Linux Loader (LILO) enables Linux to coexist
on your machine with other operating systems: Up to 16 kernel images
can be swapped back and forth to designate what operating system
will be loaded on the next boot.

LILO boots the default operating system each time as a matter of
course, but you can enter the name of another operating system at the
BOOT: prompt. If the prompt isn’t showing, you can force it to appear by
pressing Shift, Ctrl, or Alt at the menu. Entering a question mark (or
pressing Tab) will show the available operating systems as defined in
the /etc/lilo.conf file: This is a text file that can range from simple
to complex based on the number of operating systems you have.

NOTE: You can also notify
users by using the write
command to send a 
message to individual
users or wall to write to
all users and tell them of
the upcoming shutdown.

NOTE: By default, only
the root user can run
shutdown. You can create
a file in the /etc directory
named shutdown.allow
to list other users whom
you want to be able to run
the command.

NOTE: SUSE Linux uses
GRUB, by default, but can
be configured to use LILO.
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Changes can be made to the file and are active when you run
/sbin/lilo.

LILO can be thought of as a first-generation utility. It is still in use, but is
being surpassed in adoptions by GRUB.

GRUB is a multiboot loader that was originally created by Erich Stefan
Boleyn and is now maintained by GNU. The name is an acronym for
GRand Unified Bootloader, and the simplest way to get information on
it is to use the info grub command.

GRUB, by default, installs in the /boot/grub directory, and the file
menu.lst contains the boot information. Devices are referred to using
the (hd0,1) syntax. The name of the device can always be broken into
the four fields that each character stands for:

■ The type of drive: h for IDE or s for SCSI

■ The type of device: d for disk

■ The number of the disk expressed in numeric format

■ The number of the partition

There must always be a minimum of two partitions: the filesystem itself
(often referred to as root) and a swap partition. The swap partition is
the memory and some hard drive space. The swap partition is always a
minimum of the amount of RAM installed on the machine, but can be
more. The ability to use a swap partition greater than the amount of
installed RAM is known as using virtual memory.

The menu.lst file can be edited and changed with any editor, and the
options are immediately available at boot time. More information on
GRUB can be found at http://www.gnu.org/software/grub/grub.html.

NOTE: Whereas LILO
requires that boot informa-
tion be written to the drive
or boot partition’s boot
sector beforehand, GRUB
dynamically reads its 
configuration file each time
you boot. GRUB provides
substantially more flexibili-
ty than LILO in terms of
booting other operating
systems and is especially
useful when dual booting
because it can swap the
system’s idea of which disk
is which.
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